Use of TAI-FISH to visualize neural ensembles activated by multiple stimuli.
Researchers in behavioral neuroscience have long sought imaging techniques that can identify and distinguish neural ensembles that are activated by sequentially applied stimuli at single-cell resolution across the whole brain. Taking advantage of the different kinetics of immediate-early genes' mRNA and protein expression, we addressed this problem by developing tyramide-amplified immunohistochemistry-fluorescence in situ hybridization (TAI-FISH), a dual-epoch neural-activity-dependent labeling protocol. Here we describe the step-by-step procedures for TAI-FISH on brain sections from mice that were sequentially stimulated by morphine (appetitive first stimulus) and foot shock (aversive second stimulus). We exemplify our approach by FISH-labeling the neural ensembles that were activated by the second stimulus for the mRNA expression of c-fos, a well-established marker of neural activation. We labeled neuronal ensembles activated by the first stimulus using fluorescence immunohistochemistry (IHC) for the c-fos protein. To further improve the temporal separation of the c-fos mRNA and protein signals, we provide instructions on how to enhance the protein signals using tyramide signal amplification (TSA). Compared with other dual-epoch labeling techniques, TAI-FISH provides better temporal separation of the activated neural ensembles and is better suited to investigation of whole-brain responses. TAI-FISH has been used to investigate neural activation patterns in response to appetitive and aversive stimuli, and we expect it to be more broadly utilized for visualizing brain responses to other types of stimuli, such as sensory stimuli or psychiatric drugs. From first stimulation to image analysis, TAI-FISH takes ∼9 d to complete.